than nature. It sounds like a passionate infant turned into a dissipated corncrake! But why on earth perpetuate to eternity the terrors of daily life? Fancy conceiving that the nervous mother or the irritable father would be pleased or amused by hearing a child cry on the stage! For a moment they get a relief from the nursery. They want peace. But they are asked to pay money to hear a child scream! Bother the phonograph, say I, with its squeaks and howling babies! I can conceive a hard-working Londoner being soothed by the sound of a country bird or the mooing of a comfortable cow in a meadow. Sweet sound should be preserved and potted by science; harsh sounds, never. But science has no mercy. When we go down to the seaside we shall be asked to pack up in our portmanteau a machine that records the street yells of the Strand . . . . Oh! the horror of it! Actually paying for the pleasure of hearing a fractious child yell its little heart out! If the phonograph can do no better than this, let it be "anathema maranatha"! 4 Scott need not have fretted, at least not about the future use of the phonograph. Though modernists such as Luigi Russolo (discussed in Chapter 4) would disrupt Scott's fantasy of theatre as a sanctuary from the noise of everyday life, the phonograph played no part in this. Indeed, the phonograph-and its eventual replacement, the gramophone-seem to have had relatively little, or at least inconsistent, use in theatre, where the mechanical reproduction of sound was continually claimed to be new. In 1906, 16 years after the production of Law's farce and 19 years after Emile Berliner patented the gramophone, a caption in Theatre Magazine describes Herbert Beerbohm Tree's use of a "gramaphone" [sic] to record crowd noises and trumpet bugling for a production of Stephen Phillip's tragedy Nero at His Majesty's Palace in London as a "novel" effect. 5 Bertolt Brecht, writing in 1936, thought Erwin Piscator was the first person to use recorded sound in theatre in his production of Rasputin at the Theater am Nollendorfplatz in Berlin in 1927. Brecht claimed this practice was newly in vogue. 6 What promoted this cultural amnesia? Why didn't the mechanical reproduction of sound in theatre enjoy greater success?
This chapter addresses these questions and challenges the standard account of sound-reproduction technology in theatre, which suggests it was not until the 1980s with the advent of digital sound that soundreproduction technology was effectively integrated into production practice as part of a complete design. This is only partially true. While modern theatre producers did fumble in their attempts to utilize new sonic technologies, their efforts were not wholly ineffective, and there is much to be learned from their ostensible failures. The history of sound-reproduction technology in theatre is, like the history of many new technologies, full of missteps, dead ends, and contingent usages, with multiple modes of
